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QUESTION 56

You trigger a product change process within the subscription contract. Which document is generated?

*  Change contract

*  Change sales order

*  Change contract account

*  Change order

QUESTION 57

What information does a billable item have that is not included in a standard rated consumption item?

Note: There are 3 correct answers to this question.

*  Price for event
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*  Main transactions

*  Organizational data

*  Contract Account

*  Currency

QUESTION 58

Which plan type do you use to model a rating logic for a service credit that is based on a quantity and a validity period?

*  Refill plan

*  Allowance plan

*  Price plan

*  Charging plan

QUESTION 59

Which objects are copied to the Details Assignment block of the subscription contract header in SAP S/4HANA Service: SOM?

Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question.

*  Activated charge plans

*  Sold-to party

*  Bill-to party

*  Product

QUESTION 60

Which actions can you perform for a master agreement main item that&#8217;s in released&#8221; status?

Note: There are 2 correct answers to this questions.

*  Edit the parties involved.

*  Assign the cross-catalog mapping version.

*  Edit the billing cycle.

*  Assign the authorized partners.

QUESTION 61

Which of the following features are supported by the Account Split functionality in BRIM? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this

question.

*  It supports split of counters among several business partners.

*  Split is determined per item category or BadI Implementation.

*  SOM creates alternative accounts to split a business partner.

*  It supports parallelization in SAP Convergent Charging for a high number of contracts per customer.

QUESTION 62

Which indicator must be set in the product to assign a product model?

*  Service ID

*  Configurable flag

*  Base category

*  Item category group

QUESTION 63
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How many items can be in a Billing Plan that was created from a Provider Contract?

*  Multiple billing plan items

*  Same number of items as the Subscription Order

*  Always the same number of items as the Provider Contract

*  Only one billing plan Item

QUESTION 64

Where do you configure the settings that trigger a specific charge plan activation in SAP S/4HANA Service: SOM?

*  Resource assignment

*  Product model

*  BRF+ function

*  Cross-catalog mapping

QUESTION 65

Which objects are created during the generation of a billable item class?

Note: There are 2 correct answers to this questions.

*  Billable item tables

*  Billable item statuses

*  Function modules

*  Billing processes

QUESTION 66

Which object could be used in the BRIM solution to create recurring fees?

Note: There are 2 correct answers to this questions.

*  Recurring plan

*  Billing item

*  Billing plan

*  Recurring Rate

QUESTION 67

Your customer has different technical services in place. Which of the following processes are supported by SAP Convergent

Mediation? Note: There are 3 correct answers to this question.

*  Validate transactions

*  Rate transactions

*  Collect transactions

*  Invoice transactions

*  Aggregate transactions

QUESTION 68

Which results do you expect if you include open items on an invoice?

Note: There are 2 correct answers to this questions.
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*  Open item clearing restriction is removed.

*  Open item are included in the invoice document total.

*  Open items are cleared.

*  Open items are included as line items.

QUESTION 69

How is the partner settlement process linked with the customer process in SAP BRIM? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this

question.

*  Customer contracts are created with connection to partner agreements.

*  Partner settlement rule controls risk assessment to a third party.

*  Partner billable items are created with reference to customer billable items.

*  Convergent Charging links customer consumption items with partner consumption items.

QUESTION 70

Which of the following process is triggered by an allowance group definition?

*  Activation of allowance with contract activation

*  Creation of allowance with subscription contract creation

*  Expiration of allowance with contract cancellation

*  Change of allowance with contract change

QUESTION 71

Which business partner role is required to trigger the business partner replication from SAP S/4HANA top SAP Convergent

Charging?

*  Service Recipient

*  Sold-to-Party

*  FI Customer

*  Contract partner

QUESTION 72

Which ID is created during the rating process that links the consumption items with their corresponding billable items?

*  Consumption item ID

*  Rating ID

*  Source transaction ID

*  Billable item ID

QUESTION 73

The BRIM functionality partner settlement and shared revenue includes creation of partner consumption items from customer

billable items. Which entries would you choose to implement this function? 2 correct

*  Activate partner agreement as Master Data in contract account

*  Define Contract Account as Partner Account

*  Activate Provider Contract for Partner

*  Customizing Define Settlement Rule for Partner

QUESTION 74
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Which object in the partner agreement allows you to shift the default risk of customer payments to the partner in SAP S/4HANA

Service: SOM?

*  Payment term

*  Partner contract account

*  Settlement rule

*  Invoice agreement

QUESTION 75

Which agreements can be assigned to a Master Agreement? 2 correct

*  Business agreement

*  Billing agreement

*  Invoice agreement

*  Discount agreement

	

	

The SAP C-BRSOM-2020 exam consists of 80 multiple-choice questions, which are designed to test the candidate's knowledge of

SAP subscription order management. Candidates will have 180 minutes to complete the exam, and a passing score of 65% is

required to earn the certification. The exam covers a range of topics, including subscription order management configuration,

subscription order management processes, and integration with other SAP systems.
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